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Abstract
A sphere mesh, hereafter called simply a spheroid, is a rectangular array of processors with the rows wrapped around to form a ring,
and the columns extended and meeting at a node at both the top and bottom. The appearance is that of a ball. The top node is the
north pole and the bottom node is the south pole. A new algorithm is presented to recognize a spheroid. A program was written to
determine if the new spheroid recognition algorithm is valid. The program was written in C and tested using a representation of a
network's nodes and their neighbors. The program tests several spheroids of different dimensions and different spheroid-like
structures. The program found the spheroids and rejected the non-spheroids on the test data. The algorithm presented here is fairly
simple and straightforward. However, its true importance lies in the fact that it forms the foundation for algorithms for recognition of
more complex mesh like structures, such as, torus, and 3-dimensional mesh.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------***-----------------------------------------------------------------------1. INTRODUCTION
K.V.S. Ramarao [1] presented the problem of recognizing
networks. Networks recognized were bipartite graphs, complete
graphs, rings, stars, or trees. This problem was explored for two
reason: because a considerable number of different algorithms
were being designed for use on networks, and because it was
expensive to create and use many different algorithms for these
networks. It was worth the investment of time and money to
characterize the network structure before using an algorithm,
because the cost of an algorithm for an individual network is less
expensive than algorithms for general networks. The cost to
determine the type of network plus the cost of an individual
algorithm is less than the cost of a general algorithm [1].
Recognition algorithms were later developed to find outerplanar
graphs [2], strict 2-threshold graphs [3], graphs with threshold of
dimension-of-two [4], bipartite-permutation graphs [5], tree
connected meshes [6] and mesh networks .
The new spheroid recognition algorithm recognizes spheroids
networks just as the algorithm in [7], but uses a different
technique. The algorithm presented here proceeds around the
ring rows of the spheroid using a coloring scheme and
assigning coordinates to the nodes.

2. RELATED WORKS
Much of the work related to graph recognition comes from the
graph isomorphism problem. “The graph isomorphism problem
can be easily stated: check to see if two graphs that look
differently are actually the same. Many sub-disciplines of

mathematics, such as topology theory and group theory, can be
brought to bear on the problem, and yet only for special classes
of graphs have polynomial time algorithms been discovered” [8].
The problem of spheroid recognition is a restricted case of the
more general graph isomorphism problem.
A spheroid is defined as a rectangular array of nodes with the
rows wrapped around to form a ring and the columns extended
and meeting at a node at both the top and bottom. The
appearance is that of a ball. The top node is the north pole and
the bottom node is the south pole.. Any structure that appears like
a spheroid but is not a spheroid is referred to as a spheroid-like
structure. A spheroid-like structure is a structure that is not graph
isomorphic to a spheroid. One of the first works in this area is
due to Hopcroft and Wong [9] who provided the first linear time
algorithm for isomorphism of planar graphs. This lead to a great
many other studies on graph isomorphism and the complexity
of graph isomorphism from a variety of approaches.. Many
works focused on algorithms for graph isomorphism, such as
Faizullin&Prolubnikov
[10],
Kikina&Faizullin
[11],
Faizullin&Prolubnikov [12] Schmidt &Druffel [13] Gazit&Reif
[14] and Wolter, Woo &Volz [17]. Other researchers have
addressed the complexity of graph isomorphism, Toda [15],
Boucher &Loker [16], Toran [18] and Golubchik [20, 21]. Many
works on practically all aspects of graph isomorphism can be
found in Bengoetxea [29] and the references therein.

3. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The statement of the problem can be stated as: given a spheroid
looking structure, devise an algorithm to test whether the
structure is graph isomorphic to a spheroid.
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Necessary Conditions. – All interior spheroid nodes must have
four neighbors (degree of 4). Let D4 denote the number of
nodes with four neighbors and Dndenote the number nodes of
degree n. Let N denote the number of nodes in this network
and let m and n denote the number of rows and columns,
respectively. The m rows are wrapped around to form the
ring.D4, and N are determined first. Dn is obviously 2. Then
m, which must be a positive integer, is calculated as:
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Fig. 1 shows a structure that meets these necessary conditions
and is a spheroid. By studying the graph, it can be observed
that the necessary conditions hold.
Fig. 2 shows a structure that meets the necessary conditions,
but is not a spheroid.

Fig 2 – Spheroid Like
Fig 1 – Spheroid
N=m*n+2

Sufficient Condition. - An (m , n) spheroid-looking structure is a
spheroid if for every two adjacent nodes the following equation
is true.

m = (N – 2 ) / n
Dn = 2
If the following equations hold, the structure might be a spheroid:
D4 = N - Dn
D4 = N - 2
D4 = m * n + 2 - 2
D4 = ( m * n )
m = D4 / n

r1and c1 are the coordinates of one node and r2and c2are the
coordinates of the adjacent node [7].
A spheroid can now be defined as any structure that meets the
necessary and sufficient conditions.

4. INFORMAL DESCRIPTION OF THE
AGORITHM
The algorithm consists of two phases. In the first phase, the
necessary conditions for a network to be a spheroid are verified.
If these conditions are met, the second phase peels the spheroid
row by row, using a coloring scheme as a guide. During this
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phase, nodes are assigned coordinates. A successful assignment
of coordinates, which satisfies the sufficient condition, ensures
the recognition of a spheroid. The algorithm rejects any other
structure.
Phase I. During phase I of the algorithm, the following tasks are
performed:






Compute values for D4, N, m, and n.
Check necessary conditions
Select a pole to initiate phase II
Color all nodes white
Set row = 0, column = 0

This phase determines the values of the network parameters,, D4,
and N. The network parameters are initialized to zero before
starting. As each node is encountered, the appropriate parameter
is updated. After the last node is reached, the network
parameters are used to verify the necessary conditions. If any
condition is violated, the algorithm terminates indicating the
network is not a spheroid. Otherwise, a pole is selected to initiate
the second phase of the algorithm. Thus, at the conclusion of
phase I, necessary conditions have been verified and the structure
is spheroid-looking.
Phase II. Phase II of the algorithm assigns coordinates to the
nodes and determines if the network is a spheroid. There are
many stages, each processing one row of the spheroid. Three
algorithms are needed. The first and last rows have boundary
conditions that must be tested, so separate algorithms are
necessary. All internal rows are processed the same way, so one
general algorithm is needed. A coloring scheme is used to guide
the processing along the row. As the nodes are colored, the
colors of adjacent nodes must satisfy specific coloring
requirements for the network to be a spheroid. These
requirements are also verified. The network is rejected as not
being a spheroid as soon as any requirement is violated. As a
final test, the sufficient condition is verified using the coordinates
assigned to each node. If the sufficient conditions are verified,
the structure is a spheroid.

4.1 Processing the First Row: Algorithm Firstrow
The start node is one of the poles. Processing this node is trivial.
Color the pole black, and assign coordinates (0, 0) Select any
neighbor node. This node is a node with four neighbors.
Reference Figs 3. This node, called S1(a1)., is then colored
black. The row and column coordinates are set to one so the
coordinates of S1(a1). are (1, 1). The subscripts are used to
indicate row and column. The subscript for S is the row number
and the subscript for a is the column number of the current node
being processed.
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Caution is called for here to make sure that processing proceeds
along a row of the spheroid and not up one of the columns. We
describe briefly how this is performed.
The start node for the row colors one of its neighbors green. This
green node sets its white neighbors to yellow. The start node
colors one of the other two nodes to green. If one of this nodes’
neighbors is already yellow, then process the start node and
proceed to the white neighbor of the start node. If, when setting
the second node to green, the greens neighbors are both white,
then we would be processing columns instead of rows and that
will fail.
The white neighbor of S1(a1). is the next node to be
processed. This is S1(a2)

Fig 3 – Processing Middle Node on First Row
Find S1(a1)
Color S1(a1) black
Set row= 1, column = 1
Assign coordinates (row, column)
Change process to S1(a1)'s white neighbor node and
name it S1(a2)
Node S1(a2) has neighbors that are colored black, black, yellow,
and white. If this coloring requirement is not true, this is not a
spheroid and processing is stopped. Otherwise, node S1(a2) is
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colored black. The column coordinate is incremented by one and
the row coordinate remains zero and the node is assigned
coordinates (row, column). The yellow neighbor is colored
green. The white neighbors of the new green node are changed
to yellow. The white neighbor of S1(a2) is the next node to be
processed. This node becomes S1(a3).

Increment column by one

If S1(ai)'s neighbor nodes are black, black, yellow and white

Color new green nodes white neighbors to yellow

Do while S1(ai)'s neighbor nodes are black, black,
yellow, and white

Change processing to S1(a1)

Color S1(ai) black
Increment column by one

Assign coordinates (row, column)
Color S1(an)'s yellow neighbor node to green

Change process to green neighbor node of
S1(a1)and call it S2(a1)
Else terminate with failure

Assign coordinates (row, column)

4.2 Processing a Middle Row: Algorithm Middlerow

Color S1(ai)'s yellow neighbor node to green

This section describes the processing for an arbitrary row i, 1 <i<
n.

Color new green nodes white neighbors to yellow
Change process to S1(ai)'s white neighbor node and
name it S1(ai+1)
Else terminate with failure
The processing performed at node S1(ai+1) is exactly the same
as the processing performed at node S1(ai). This same
processing continues until the next to last node on the row S1(an1) is encountered. Its neighbors colors are black, black,
greenandyellow. Node S1(an-1)is processed the similar to S1(ai)except for the assignment of the next node to be processed.
The next node is the black 4-degree node. Proceed to the green
node, which is S1(an).
At S1(an), the neighbors are colored black, black, green and
yellow. Color the yellow node green and color the whit
neighbors of this green node yellow. Increment the column
coordinate and assign the coordinates (row, column. Color
S1(an) black
The first row has now been successfully processed. To process
the next row, return to node S1(a1), then to the green neighbor of
S1(a1). This is S2(a1), the start node of the second row.
If S1(an)'s neighbors are black, black, black and green
Color S1(an) black

The start node Si(a1) has neighbors colored black, green, green,
andyellow. Reference Figs 4. The color of Si(a1)is changed to
black. The row coordinate is incremented by one and the column
coordinate is set to zero. One of the neighbors of Si(a1) that is
green is the next node to be processed. To choose the correct
green node to process next, the black node queries both green
nodes for the coordinates of its black neighbor. When the green
nodes return this information, the black node chooses the green
node that returned the lower column coordinate of its black
neighbor. This is Si(a2). The neighbor of Si(a1) that is yellow
is colored green. The white neighbors of this green node are
changed to yellow. Processing proceeds to node Si(a2).
Node Si(a2) has neighbors that are black, black, green,
andyellow. Node Si(a2) is then colored black, the column
coordinate is incremented by one, the node is assigned the
coordinates (row, column). The green neighbor of Si(a2) will be
the next node processed. The yellow neighbor of node Si(a2) is
colored green. The white neighbors of this green node are
colored yellow. Processing proceeds to node Si(a3).
The processing performed at node Si(a3) is the same as
performed at node Si(a2). Processing continues until node Si(an1) is encountered that has neighbors colored black, black, black,
and green. Node Si(an-1) is the next to last node on this row.
Node Si(an-1) has neighbors colored black, black, green and
yellow. At node Si(an-1), increment the column coordinate,
assign the coordinates (row, column) and color the node black.
Processing proceeds to the green node, Si(an). This node has
neighbors colored black, black, black and green. Si(an)
increments the column coordinate, assigns itself the coordinates
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(row, column), and colors itself black. Processing proceeds to the
black neighbor across the link not yet traversed. This brings
processing to node Si(a1), the start node of the row.
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Middle node of Middle Row
Do while Si(ai)’s neighbor nodes are black, black, green, and
yellow

This completes the processing for this row. The green neighbor
of Si(a1) is the first node of the next row. This becomes
Si+1(a1). Processing proceeds to Si+1(a1).

Set Si(ai) to black
Increment column by one
Assign coordinates (row, column)
Set next process node to Si(ai)'s green neighbor node
Color Si(ai)'s yellow neighbor node to green
Color the new green nodes white neighbors to yellow
Change process to next node Si(ai+1)
Last of Middle Row
If Si(an)neighbor nodes are black, black, black, and yellow
Set Si(an) to black
Increment column by one
Assign coordinates (row, column)
Set next process node to Si(an)’s green neighbor node named Si+1(a1)

Color Si(an)'s yellow neighbor to green
Fig 4 – Processing Middle Node on Middle Row

Color the new green nodes white neighbors to yellow
Change process to node Si+1(a1)

If Si(a1)'s neighbor nodes are black, black, yellow and green

Else terminate with failure

Do while Si(a1)'s neighbor nodes are black, black, green,
and yellow

4.3 Processing the Last Row: Algorithm Lastrow

Middle Rows
Beginning of Middle Row
Set Si(a1)'s to black
Increment row by one
Set column to zero
Assign coordinates (row, column)
Set next process node to Si(a1)'s green neighbor node (the
green node

whose black neighbor has the

smaller column coordinate)
Color Si(a1)'s yellow neighbor node to green
Color the new green nodes white neighbors to yellow
Change process to node Si(a2)

The start node for the last row, node Sn(a1) has neighbors
colored black, black, green, and green. Reference Figs. 5. Node
Sn(a1) is colored black. The row coordinate is incremented by
one, the column coordinate is set to zero and the node is assigned
coordinates (row, column). Caution is called for here to make
sure that processing proceeds along a row of the spheroid and not
up one of the columns. We describe briefly how this is
performed.
The start node for the row colors one of its neighbors green. This
green node sets its white neighbors to yellow. The start node
colors one of the other two nodes to green. If one of this nodes’
neighbors is already yellow, then process the start node and
proceed to the white neighbor of the start node. If, when setting
the second node to green, the greens neighbors are both white,
then we would be processing columns instead of rows and that
will fail.
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One of the green neighbor will be the next node on this
row. This becomes node Sn(a2), and processing proceeds to
node Sn(a2). To choose the correct green node to process next,
the black node queries both green nodes for the coordinates of its
black neighbor. When the green nodes return this information,
the black node chooses the green node that returned the lower
column coordinate of its black neighbor.
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Node Sn(a2) has neighbors colored black, black, black
andgreen. Node Sn(a2) is colored black, the column coordinate is
incremented by one and the node is assigned coordinates (row,
column). The neighbor colored green will be the next node on
the row. This becomes node Sn(a3). Processing proceeds to this
node Sn(a3).
If Sn(ai)'s neighbor nodes are black, black, black and
green
While Sn(ai)'s neighbor nodes are black, black,
black and green
Set Sn(ai) to black
Increment column by one
Assign coordinates (row, column)
Set next process node to Sn(ai)'s green
neighbor node
Change process to node Sn(ai+1)
Else terminate with failure

Fig 5 – Processing a Middle Node on Last Row
If Sn(a1)'s neighbor nodes are black, black and green,
green
Set Sn(a1) to black
Increment row by one
Set column to zero
Assign coordinates (row, column)
Set next process node to Sn(a1)'s green
neighbor node (the green node
whose black
neighbor has the smaller column coordinate)
Change process to node Sn(a2)
Else terminate with failure

Node Sn(a2) has neighbors colored black, black,
blackandgreen. The processing performed at node Sn(a2) is the
same as performed at node Sn(a1). This same processing
continues until some node Sn(an) is encountered that has
neighbors colored black, black, black and green.
Node Sn(an-1) is the next to last node on the row. Node Sn(an1)is colored black. The column coordinate is incremented and the
node assigned coordinates (row, column).The next node to be
processed is the green node of degree 4, which is
Sn(an).Processing proceeds to Sn(an). The column coordinate is
incremented, the coordinates (row, column) are assigned and the
node is colored black. Processing proceeds to the black neighbor
across the link not previously traversed. This is node Sn(a1), the
start node of the row.
Only one node is left, the pole. Processing proceeds to the green
pole. Row and column coordinates are incremented and the node
is assigned the coordinates (row, column) and is colored black
At this point spheroid, has been successfully processed.
Processing can return to the Opposite pole where processing
began. The algorithm tests the sufficient condition. If the
sufficient condition does not hold, then there is not a spheroid. If
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the sufficient condition holds, then the algorithm will terminate
with the successful recognition of a spheroid.
If Sn(an)'s neighbor nodes are black, black and black
Set Sn(an) to black
Increment column by one, and row by one
Assign coordinates (row, column)
If coordinates match sufficient condition
Terminate with success
Else terminate with failure
Else terminate with failure

4.4 Special Mesh Structures
Degenerate Mesh. - A degenerate spheroid is defined as a
spheroid with only one rows, that is, m = 1. It is distinguished by
having only neighbors; there are four-degree nodes or n degree
nodes. The changes to the algorithms are described in very
general terms.
This spheroid posed a problem in determining the proper
direction to go to be sure of going around the row. We describe
briefly how this is performed.
The start node colors one of its neighbors green. This green node
sets its white neighbors to yellow. The start node colors one of
the other two nodes to green. If one of this nodes’ neighbors is
already yellow, then process the start node and proceed to the
white neighbor of the start node. If, when setting the second node
to green, the greens neighbors are both white, then we would be
processing columns instead of rows and that will fail.
Once the correct direction is determined, after the pole node is
processed, processing proceeds to the first row. Thus, recognition
of a degenerate spheroid requires one application of algorithm
FirstRow.
Special Mesh. - A special spheroid is defined as a spheroid with
only three columns. The only change to the description in the
previous sections is that node anis encountered immediately after
node a1; that is, there is no node a2 between a1 and an. All other
processing is the same.
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5. COMPLEXITY
In this section we provide an argument for the complexity of the
spheroid recognition algorithm.
Theorem: The algorithm to recognize a spheroid runs in O(N).
Argument: For the argument, we will count the number of
operations performed at a 'typical' node. As a 'typical' node, we
select any 4-degree node in the center of the mesh. The
operations we count are: 'move' processing from one node to the
next, 'find' a neighbor of a node, 'color' the neighbor of a node,
and 'check' the color of a neighbor of a node as these are the
operations actually performed.
Arbitrarily select a 4-degree node somewhere in the middle of
the mesh (the node with coordinates 1,1 will do). Start by
'moving' (1 operation) processing to the green neighbor. From
here, the green node 'finds' its four neighbors (4 operations) and
'checks their color (4 operations) for the color pattern. The green
node 'colors' itself black (1 operation). The algorithm 'finds' the
yellow neighbor (1 operation) and 'colors it green (1 operation).
This green node must 'find' its white neighbor from its other three
neighbors (3 operations) and 'colors' the node yellow (1
operation). Processing 'moves' back to the newly colored black
node (1 operation). Processing is now done for this arbitrary 4degree node. The total number of operations performed at this
node is found by counting the number of operations performed.
This total is 16 operations.
Since we chose a 4-degree node arbitrarily, the total number of
operations performed to process all nodes is bounded above by
16N, where N is the number of nodes in the mesh. THIS IS AN
UPPER BOUND BECAUSE 3-DEGREE NODES WILL NEED
FEWER THAN 16 OPERATIONS. Therefore, the complexity is
16N, using big-O notation, this is O(N).

6. TEST DATA
Data was selected to test the program. The program was tested on
spheroids with dimensions 10x10, 25x25, 50x50 and 100x100. A
2x3 spheroid was tested but a 3x2 mesh was not tested as it is a
mirror image of a 2x3 spheroid. The program successfully
recognized these as spheroids. Further testing is ongoing.
Data was selected to test spheroid-like structures. The test data
was selected to fail necessary conditions. Some conditions could
not be tested because an earlier test failed. Example: a node was
deleted at the side. The test for number of nodes of degree 4 was
never performed because the test for number of nodes of degree
2, which was performed earlier, failed the necessary conditions.
All spheroid-like structures were successfully detected and
rejected.
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Data was also selected to test the coloring technique. The test
consisted of a cross-over, as depicted in Fig. 2, at a corner, on a
side and in the middle. The program successfully detected the
coloring violations and rejected the structure.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This paper presented a new optimal sequential algorithm to
recognize a rectangular mesh. The algorithm has complexity
O(N). The program proved that the coloring scheme, that guides
its way around the rings of the mesh, works. This technique can
now be used, with minor modification, to develop algorithms for
the recognition of more complex mesh-like structures, such as
torus, and three-dimensional mesh structures. Research is
ongoing in this area to prove this assertion.
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